Best CCNA CCNP CCIE Training Institute in Gurgaon Networkers Guru
Networkers Guru (NG) is the leading training institute in the field of Networking/IT industry.
Networkers Guru is the Best CCNA CCNP CCIE Training Institute in Gurgaon. The Student in
NG will be trained and skilled with the real-time practical knowledge of the networking courses
i.e., CCNA, CCNP, and CCIE so that they can easily find the job options in the fields of
networking technology and can start their career with the vast scope field of technology.
We provide successful job oriented training programs to our students and give them the fair
career opportunities to grab the great job options. In our training institute syllabus, we follow the
Cisco courses exam’s blueprints so that our students can prepare according to the Cisco
examination syllabus and they can be applied for the vast career opportunities. We prepare our
individual student as per the IT industry requirement to make them suitable for the jobs. That's
why Networkers Guru is the Best CCNA CCNP CCIE Training Institute in Gurgaon.

We prepare certified trainees and also offer job opportunities after
completion of the training:
Our technical experts train the students with the advanced Cisco Courses & instruct them with
the proper practical implementation of the live work on the network devices and networking
racks. After completion of the training, we offer the job opportunities to our trainees to give them
an option of kick-starting their career. We build the best technical all-rounders so that they can
do the jobs with the experts and match the levels of networking companies. For that purpose,
Networkers Guru plans the step by step networking modules so that each of the students of our
institution can know all the concepts of the CCNA, CCNP and CCIE Courses.

How Networkers Guru job oriented training programs different from others
training programs:
Our job oriented training programs make a bridge between the gap of the students and
corporates so that they can connect with each other easily. We also schedule the personality
development programs to prepare the students for the interview questions. We schedule the
mock drives, group discussions, and practical technical sessions to train the students for the
industry challenges. Our training models prepared according to the blueprints of the networking
syllabus so that our students can learn the networking technology skills with some advanced
practical concepts.
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What more we do to make our job oriented training program successful?
We will take care of the training models and technology upgrades to make sure that our
students don’t miss anything new or updated knowledge during their training session. NG is
continuously delivering the excellent placement results to stand on the top in the field of the
networking training programs.

The points which make us successful are:
We innovate the new ways of learning: The technical experts with the experience of 10+
years, know how to teach students and how to clear their concepts so that they can get the
opportunities of jobs. Our expert's team 24x7 available for the student to resolve their doubts
and to help them performing practicals.
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We provide the 24x7 accessibility of the CISCO labs to train our students: We give the
students networking practical labs so that they can implement the real-time work and can learn
about the technology more widely. We avail 24x7 accessibility of the labs for the students. They
can spend the hours of time in the labs for implementing their practicals, and our experts help
them to do it right.

We have the advanced CISCO devices and networking racks for good
learning experience:
To providing the students good learning experience, we set up the different labs for each of our
courses so that our students don’t need to do wait for their turns. We have
enough advanced CISCO devices and networking racks in our lab so that our students can
learn the sophisticated trend of networking technology during their training session. We try to
make our student expert in his/her interested domain so that after completing the training they
can easily find the jobs. Our job oriented programs also help the students to get the jobs in the
networking/IT industry and can show their skills by the practical knowledge, and we gave them.
We try to overshadow your real personality as a networker & set a level of learning about
knowing networking technologies widely. We will skill you like an expert of networking. Connect
with us now for joining our job oriented training programs.
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